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1 Scientific Activity 
We have extended our study of the structure of coronas in cool stars to very 
young stars still accreting from their surrounding disks. In addition we are 
pursing the connection between coronal X-rays and a powerful diagnostic 
line in the infrared, the He I 10830A transition of helium. Highlights of 
these are summarized below including publications during this reporting 
period and presentations. 
Spectroscopy of the infrared He I (X10830) line with KECK/NIRSPEC and 
IRTF/CSHELL and of the ultraviolet C I11 (X977) and 0 VI (X1032) 
emission with FUSE reveals that the classical T Tauri star T W  Hydrae 
exhibits P Cygni profiles, line asymmetries, and absorption indicative of a 
continuous, fast (-400 km/s), hot (-300,000 K) accelerating outflow with a 
mass loss rate -10-11-10-12 Ma yr-' or larger. Spectra of T Tauri N 
appear consistent with such a wind. The source of the emission and outflow 
seems restricted to the stars themselves. Although the mass accretion rate 
is an order of magnitude less for TW Hya than for T Tau, the outflow 
reaches higher velocities at chromospheric temperatures in T W  Hya. Winds 
from young stellar objects may be substantially hotter and faster than 
previously thought. 
The ultraviolet emission lines, when corrected for absorption are broad. 
Emission associated with the accretion flow and shock is likely to  show 
turbulent broadening. We note that the UV line widths are significantly 
larger than the X-ray line widths. If the X-rays from T W  Hya are generated 
at the accretion shock, the UV lines may not be directly associated with 
the shock. On the other hand, studies of X-ray emission in young star 
clusters, suggest that the strength of the X-ray emission is correlated with 
stellar rotation, thus casting doubt on an accretion origin for the X-rays. 
We are beginning to access the infrared spectral region where the He I 
108308L transition occurs. This line is particularly useful as a diagnostic of 
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Figure 1: Emission in C I11 and 0 VI measured with FUSE; the He I A10830 
line was measured with NIRSPEC on KECK 11. The P Cygni nature of these 
profiles demonstrates the presence of an accelerating hot wind arising from 
this classical T Tauri star itself. From Dupree et al. 2005, ApJ, 625, L131. 
coronal radiation since it is formed by recombination following 
photoionization of neutral helium by coronal X-rays. Because the lower 
level of the transition is metastable, infrared radiation from the stellar 
photosphere is absorbed which provides a diagnostic of atmospheric 
dynamics. This transition is useful both in young stars in the T Tauri 
phase and in active cool star binaries. We will investigate the influence of 
coronal x-rays on the strength of this transition. 
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Figure 2: The He I A10830 absorption is extraordinarily strong in the rapidly 
rotating B component (the G5 V star) of the binary t UMa, documenting 
the enhanced X-ray flux in this star. Contrast this with the weak He I 
line in the A component. Moreover the He I wing absorption of t UMa 
B extends shortwards towards the photospheric Silicon line indicating fast 
chromospheric outflow of at least 90 km s-l or greater. Fluxes are scaled for 
display. 
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